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vento bianco
is pleased to present

the 2011 Premier collection
of sterling silver and

semi-precious stone jewelry.

vento bianco
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44” rope of italian bead chain
with drops of shimmering beads

11n016 - $139

bold paisley hoop earring
with semi-precious and crystal stone accents – 2”

11e009 - $59

sculptural silver pendant
hangs from a 40” leather cord

11n018 - $45

signature interlocking heart toggle necklace
of hand knotted beads on silk

with clusters of semi-precious beads
11n017 - $95

Layer it … 
the shimmer

of labradorite,
the warmth of
smoky quartz

with a pop of carnelian
and crystal ... 

it’s a “new” neutral
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40” flutter necklace
of italian bead chain

with delicate faceted bead accents    
11n080 - $149

signature paisley pattern earring with 
carnelian accent - 1 1/4” 

11e005 - $29 

lustrous black shell doublet
hangs on a burnt orange leather cord
accented with a cluster of beads - 16” 

with 2” extender chain 
11n011 - $53
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a   faceted turquoise oval doublet
set in polished silver     11R013  $39

b   faceted black shell high-dome doublet
set in hammered silver     11R002  $89

c   smooth high-dome black shell doublet
set in hammered silver     11R010  $89

D   faceted black shell doublet
in paisley setting     11R016  $89

e   faceted turquoise high-dome doublet
set in hammered silver     11R001  $89

F    faceted turqoise doublet
in paisley setting     11R015  $89

G   faceted turquoise high-dome doublet
in organic pebble setting     11R005  $94
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turquoise doublet pendant
hangs from diamond-cut italian bead chain

16” with 2” extender
11n013 - $70

long pendant necklace
of a black shell doublet

accented by a turquoise doublet
and organic silver bead - 32” cord

11n029 - $79

delicate hoop hangs
from a paisley pattern earring top

length 2 1/8” 
11e006 - $41

... hand-cut stone and faceted crystal create a modern doublet with sophisticated color and depth
l U M i n o U S
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bold turquoise stone doublet
hangs from a leather cord

18” with 2” extender
11n008 - $53

organic shape turquoise stone earring
with textured petal dangle

length 1 3/4”
11e003 - $24

turquoise doublet pendant hangs on italian bead chain
surrounded by delicate flutters of semi-precious stone

18” with 2” extender
11n010 - $119

delicate turquoise doublet is topped with small clusters on cord
16” with 2” extender

11n004 - $49

matching doublet earring with tiny cluster bead accents
length 1 1/4”
11e004 - $29

pendant of organic textured silver with turquoise bead on cord - 36”
11n009 - $49
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long strand of delicate bead chain
suspends a two-sided turquoise doublet

with textured silver petals - 36”
11n006 - $89

striking turquoise doublet is
surrounded by delicate stone drops

of pyrite, labradorite, turquoise
and velvet crystal

16” with 2” extender
11n007 - $124

delicate paisley petal drop earring
with stone accents - length 1 1/4”

11e002 - $34

long rope necklace with delicate beaded accents - 44”
11n005 - $129
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heart toggle
and hand-knotted
turquoise beads

are accented with labradorite
for  a modern update – 38”

11n086 - $79

a turquoise bead
is suspended from
an organic textured

hoop earring
length 2”

11e007 - $45
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organic textured cuff with turquoise doublet  
2” wide   11b021   $259

Paisley relief cuff with faceted blacklip doublet
2 1/8” wide   11b019   $298

Paisley relief cuff with faceted turquoise doublet
2 1/8” wide   11b020   $298

organic textured cuff with turquoise and blacklip doublets
2” wide   11b023   $279

Double bangle with faceted blacklip doublet   
11b024   $189

Hammered silver bangle
11b027   $84

Hammered silver bangle with turquoise doublet
11b025   $98

Hammered silver bangle with blacklip doublet
11b026   $98

vento bianco
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signature heart toggle
connects 44” of hand knotted pearl

with stone cluster accents
11n088 - $85

sleek hammered hoop earring
with freshwater pearl - length 1 1/2”

11e008 - $47 
  

black shell doublet
is accented by a cluster of pearl and crystal

with an organic silver slide bead on leather cord
16” with 2” extender

11n071 - $79

bold single strand of freshwater pearl,
hand knotted on silk with heart toggle closure – 38”

11n087 - $79

White freshwater pearl

mixed with botswana agate and black shell

...an updated classic
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black shell doublet pendant
hangs from a diamond-cut bead chain
with flutter drops of freshwater pearl,

botswana agate, and crystal
18” with 2” extender

11n021 - $119

tiny paisley drop earring
with stone accent

length 1 1/8 ” 
11e012 - $34

Sculptural hoop in textured silver
with stone drop accent

length 2 1/2”
11e011 - $49

a fun flutter necklace
of italian bead chain with pearl

and semi-precious stones
with crystal accents - 40”

11n078 - $149
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vento  bianco

rope necklace
with semi-precious

and crystal bead drops
length 44”

11n003 - $149

black shell doublet pendant
with delicate stone flutters

18” with 2” extender
11n023 - $129

organic silver bead earring
with tiny stone drops

length 1 1/4”
11e001 - $24

cioccolato….. 
sterling silver

italian bead chain with 
chocolate plating creates a 
sophisticated palette when 

mixed with bronze
freshwater pearl

and botswana agate

black shell doublet
is suspended from a black cord

with paisley pattern bead
18” with 2” extender

11n043 - $85

bold paisley hoop earring – length  2”
11e021 - $64
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long flutter cioccolato necklace
accented with botswana agate and crystal - 40”

11n022 - $165

black shell two-sided doublet
surrounded by delicate drops of stone and crystal

on italian bead chain - 30”
11n019 - $149

matching black shell doublet earring
with stone cluster accent

length  1 1/4”
11e010   $29
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                                                                                                                      from top to bottom    

simple and bold black shell doublet hangs on italian bead chain - 18” with 2” extender      11n015     $70

long flutter necklace with a mix of semi-precious beads and accents of crystal on italian bead chain - 40”      11n002   $149

bronze pearl and heart toggle necklace with clustered bead accents - 44”      11n014     $85

 hand-knotted botswana agate with accents of semi-precious beads on chocolate silk - 44”      11n001     $85

black shell
matches up perfectly
with botswana agate,

bronze freshwater pearl,
smoky quartz

and tinted crystal
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White pearl on knotted cord
with textured silver accents

8”   11b005   $39

Semiprecious beads cascade in cool drops
on cord with silver accents

7 1/2”   11b017   $54

turquoise beads on cord with
multi-textured silver

7 1/2”   11b010   $47

adjustable cord bracelet with textured silver,
multi-hued pearls, and agate

11b009   $47

White pearls on hand-knotted silk with semiprecious
stone, crystal flutters, and heart toggle clasp

8”   11b003PRL   $57

Delicate white pearl drops on cord with sculpted
silver accents and petite heart toggle

7”   11b014   $79
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vento bianco
8 Forest Lane, Suite a1

Santa Fe, new Mexico 87508
(505) 467-8853

www.vbianco.com
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MeLiSSa zRiny
Melissa has been designing jewelry for over 25 years.  While holding senior positions 
at avon Products inc, Liz claiborne, and Peyote bird Designs, she is thrilled to have 
designed the premier collection for vento bianco. 

jake tRujiLLo
jake trujillo’s expertise in the jewelry business has grown rapidly during his ten years 
in the industry.  For over six of those years, he has lived and worked in Hong kong and 
mainland china.  He is fluent in Mandarin chinese and has managed production and 
operations for a global jewelry business during a half decade of its most rapid growth 
and profitability.
.

vento  bianco
the name vento bianco—translated as White Wind—signifies a new beginning for two jewelry industry professionals.  

over the last ten years, jake trujillo and Melissa zriny have collaborated in the design and production of jewelry 

with a wholesale value of over $200M. now, through vento bianco, they are venturing out on their own.  With the goal 

of sharing joy through jewelry, they are devoted to creating a successful company that values personal growth and 

social contribution.  vento bianco is also committed to promoting the success of its employees and global partners.
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all jewelry designs, company logos, 
trademarks,  and images contained in this 

document are the property of
vento bianco.

no reproductions allowed
without express written consent.

Disclaimer:
Due to recent volatility

in the metal commodity markets,
all prices are subject to change.
Final pricing to be determined
upon receipt of purchase order.
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photos and design www.louisleray.com
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